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GRAMME฀ THAT฀ IS฀ BASED฀ ON฀ THE฀ NEEDS฀ FOR฀ SCIENTI½C฀
AND฀TECHNICAL฀SUPPORT฀OF฀OTHER฀$IRECTORATES'ENERAL฀
OF฀THE฀#OMMISSION











DITION฀ THE฀ *2#)2--฀WAS฀APPOINTED฀ CHAIR฀OF฀ THE฀
COORDINATING฀BOARD฀OF฀EXPERTS฀FOR฀MONITORING฀WA
TER฀IN฀POULTRY฀SIMILAR฀IN฀FUNCTION฀TO฀THE฀#2,S
/PERATING฀ #2,S฀ IS฀ A฀ RECENT฀ DEVELOPMENT฀ AT฀ *2#
)2--฀4HE฀BASIS฀FOR฀SUCH฀SUPPORT฀FUNCTION฀IS฀BUILT฀
IN฀ THE฀ MANY฀ RESEARCH฀ PROJECTS฀ OF฀ THE฀ *2#)2--฀
WORK฀ PROGRAMME฀ 4HESE฀ PROJECTS฀ SPAN฀ OVER฀ SEV
ERAL฀ RESEARCH฀ ½ELDS฀ FROM฀ DEVELOPING฀ NEW฀ REFER
ENCE฀MATERIALS฀FOR฀GENETIC฀TESTING฀TO฀THE฀ANALYSIS฀





TO฀ CREATE฀ CON½DENCE฀ IN฀MEASUREMENTS฀ )N฀ ฀
OVER฀฀NEW฀SETS฀OF฀REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀WERE฀ADD
ED฀TO฀THE฀CATALOGUE฀AND฀HUNDREDS฀OF฀LABORATORIES฀





STANDARDS฀ AND฀ NUCLEAR฀ DATA฀ HAS฀ NOT฀ VANISHED฀
THOUGH฀RATHER฀THE฀NEW฀TECHNOLOGIES฀HAVE฀ADDED฀

















DURING฀ THOSE฀ FOUR฀ YEARS฀ )฀ AM฀PROUD฀OF฀WHAT฀ THE฀
*2#)2--฀STAFF฀HAVE฀ACHIEVED฀4HE฀TH฀&RAMEWORK฀








Message from the Director










IS฀ ONE฀ OF฀ THE฀ WORLD´S฀ LARGEST฀ REFERENCE฀ MATERIAL฀
PRODUCERS฀ AND฀ A฀ PROVIDER฀ OF฀ REFERENCE฀MEASURE
MENTS฀AND฀DATA
-ISSION฀AND฀TASKS
*2#)2--฀ PROMOTES฀ A฀ COMMON฀ AND฀ RELIABLE฀ %U
ROPEAN฀ MEASUREMENT฀ SYSTEM฀ IN฀ SUPPORT฀ OF฀ %5฀
POLICIES฀4HE฀PRIMARY฀TASK฀OF฀*2#)2--฀IS฀TO฀BUILD฀
CON½DENCE฀ IN฀ THE฀ COMPARABILITY฀ OF฀MEASUREMENT฀
RESULTS฀ BY฀ THE฀ PRODUCTION฀ AND฀ DISSEMINATION฀ OF฀





!S฀ A฀ METROLOGY฀ INSTITUTE฀ OF฀ THE฀ %UROPEAN฀ #OM
MISSION฀ THE฀ *2#)2--฀ PARTICIPATES฀ IN฀ THE฀ ACTIVI
TIES฀OF฀ THE฀ INTERNATIONAL฀METROLOGY฀ORGANISATIONS฀
SUCH฀AS฀ THE฀ )NTERNATIONAL฀#OMMITTEE฀ FOR฀7EIGHTS฀
AND฀ -EASURES฀ #)0-	฀ AND฀ THE฀ NETWORK฀ OF฀ %URO




TORIES฀ IN฀ ALL฀-EMBER฀3TATES฀ *2#)2--฀STAFF฀ ALSO฀
CONTRIBUTE฀ACTIVELY฀TO฀THE฀WORK฀OF฀STANDARDISATION฀
BODIES฀ LIKE฀ THE฀ %UROPEAN฀ #OMMITTEE฀ FOR฀ 3TAND












RESEARCH฀ PROJECTS฀ OUTSIDE฀ ITS฀ ANNUAL฀ PROGRAMME฀
UNDER฀A฀SPECIAL฀ADMINISTRATIVE฀ARRANGEMENT฀!S฀AN฀
INSTITUTE฀OF฀ONE฀OF฀THE฀$IRECTORATES'ENERAL฀OF฀THE฀
%UROPEAN฀ #OMMISSION฀ *2#)2--฀ PERFORMS฀ TASKS฀
COMPLEMENTARY฀ TO฀ THOSE฀ OF฀ THE฀ -EMBER฀ 3TATES฀
ESPECIALLY฀WHERE฀AN฀INDEPENDENT฀APPROACH฀AT฀%U
ROPEAN฀LEVEL฀IS฀NEEDED฀)T฀WORKS฀IN฀CLOSE฀COLLABO
RATION฀ WITH฀ NATIONAL฀ AND฀ INTERNATIONAL฀ RESEARCH฀
ORGANISATIONS฀ METROLOGY฀ INSTITUTES฀ AUTHORITIES฀
UNIVERSITIES฀ AS฀ WELL฀ AS฀ WITH฀ INDUSTRY฀ *2#)2--฀
HAS฀OVER฀฀FORMAL฀COLLABORATION฀AGREEMENTS฀AND฀









TECHNOLOGICAL฀ DEVELOPMENT฀ AND฀ DEMONSTRATION฀
ACTIVITIES฀AND฀OF฀THE฀%UROPEAN฀!TOMIC฀%NERGY฀#OM
MUNITY฀ %URATOM	฀ FOR฀NUCLEAR฀ RESEARCH฀AND฀ TRAIN
ING฀ACTIVITIES฀)N฀$ECEMBER฀฀THE฀%UROPEAN฀0AR
LIAMENT฀ APPROVED฀ THE฀ TH฀ &RAMEWORK฀ 0ROGRAMME฀
&0	฀FOR฀#OMMUNITY฀RESEARCH฀FOR฀฀AND฀
OF฀THE฀%URATOM฀FOR฀
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4HE฀ RECOIL฀PROTON฀ TELESCOPE฀AT฀ *2#)2--฀ IS฀USED฀ FOR฀NEUTRON฀
½UENCE฀MEASUREMENTS
4HE฀SPECI½C฀PROGRAMME฀OF฀THE฀*2#฀IN฀&0฀IS฀STRUC
TURED฀ IN฀ POLICY฀ THEMES฀ AND฀ AGENDAS฀ $UE฀ TO฀ THE฀
HORIZONTAL฀ NATURE฀ OF฀ *2#)2--´S฀WORK฀ ITS฀ ACTIVI




SCIENCES฀AND฀BIOTECHNOLOGY฀ARE฀ RELEVANT฀ FOR฀ *2#
)2--฀0OLICY฀THEME฀฀±3OLIDARITY฀AND฀THE฀RESPON
SIBLE฀MANAGEMENT฀ OF฀ RESOURCES²฀ CONTAINS฀ TOPICS฀
LIKE฀ AGRICULTURE฀ AND฀ CLIMATE฀ CHANGE฀WHERE฀ TASKS฀
ON฀ ANALYTICAL฀ METHOD฀ DEVELOPMENT฀ VALIDATION฀
AND฀ANALYTICAL฀ QUALITY฀ ASSURANCE฀ARE฀ ASSIGNED฀ TO฀
*2#)2--฀4HE฀POLICY฀THEME฀฀±&REEDOM฀SECURITY฀
AND฀ JUSTICE²฀ CONTAINS฀ RESEARCH฀ON฀ FOOD฀AND฀ FEED฀
SAFETY฀AND฀QUALITY฀ THAT฀ARE฀ CORE฀ACTIVITIES฀OF฀ THE฀
*2#)2--฀ 4HE฀ NUCLEAR฀ WORK฀ PROGRAMME฀ OF฀ *2#




MENT฀ PRODUCTION฀ AND฀ DISTRIBUTION฀ OF฀ REFERENCE฀
MATERIALS฀DEVELOPMENT฀AND฀VALIDATION฀OF฀METHODS฀
FOR฀ FOOD฀ AND฀ FEED฀ ANALYSIS฀ BIOANALYSIS฀ ISOTOPIC฀
MEASUREMENTS฀NEUTRON฀PHYSICS฀AND฀RADIONUCLIDE฀
METROLOGY฀ 4HESE฀ COMPETENCIES฀ ARE฀ APPLIED฀ IN฀ A฀
VARIETY฀OF฀RESEARCH฀½ELDS฀FOOD฀AND฀FEED฀SAFETY฀AND฀








INTERNATIONAL฀ ORGANISATIONS฀ *2#)2--´S฀ WORK฀ IN฀
THE฀½ELD฀OF฀STANDARDISATION฀IS฀WIDELY฀RECOGNISED฀









4HE฀ RESEARCH฀ FACILITIES฀ INCLUDE฀ MULTIFUNCTIONAL฀
AND฀¾EXIBLE฀LABORATORIES฀FOR฀DEVELOPMENT฀AND฀PRO
DUCTION฀OF฀REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀ADVANCED฀ANALYTI





DEDICATED฀ FACILITIES฀ FOR฀ REFERENCE฀ MATERIALS฀ PRO
DUCTION฀ARE฀ABLE฀TO฀HANDLE฀LARGE฀AMOUNTS฀OF฀VARI
OUS฀TYPES฀OF฀MATERIALS฀EVEN฀THOSE฀HAZARDOUS฀FOR฀
HEALTH฀ #ONTROLLED฀ STORAGE฀ CONDITIONS฀ FOR฀ ALL฀MA
TERIALS฀ ARE฀ AVAILABLE฀ 4HE฀ RADIONUCLIDE฀METROLOGY฀
LABORATORY฀ HOUSES฀ INSTRUMENTATION฀ FOR฀ EXTREMELY฀
ACCURATE฀ RADIOACTIVITY฀ MEASUREMENTS฀ AND฀ SMALL฀
AMOUNTS฀ OF฀ RADIOACTIVE฀ SUBSTANCES฀ CAN฀ BE฀ STUD
IED฀ IN฀ THE฀ UNDERGROUND฀ LABORATORY฀ OF฀ *2#)2--฀
LOCATED฀ AT฀ THE฀ "ELGIAN฀ .UCLEAR฀ 2ESEARCH฀ #ENTRE฀
3#+#%.฀IN฀-OL฀"%	฀
*2#)2--฀OPERATES฀A฀฀-E6฀LINEAR฀ELECTRON฀AC
CELERATOR฀ '%,).!	฀ AND฀ A฀ ฀ -6฀ LIGHTION฀ 6AN฀ DE฀
'RAAFF฀ ACCELERATOR฀ 4HE฀ TWO฀ ACCELERATORS฀ OF฀ *2#
)2--฀USED฀ FOR฀NEUTRON฀PRODUCTION฀ ARE฀ COMPLE
MENTARY฀ IN฀ THEIR฀ EXPERIMENTAL฀ CONDITIONS฀ AND฀
AMONG฀ THE฀ BEST฀ SUCH฀ INSTALLATIONS฀ IN฀ THE฀ WORLD฀
3INCE฀ ฀ THE฀ TWO฀ ACCELERATORS฀ CAN฀ ACCOMMO
DATE฀EXTERNAL฀USERS฀VIA฀A฀PROJECT฀ON฀ACCESS฀TO฀LARGE฀
SCALE฀FACILITIES฀.5$!-%	฀
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&OLLOWING฀ FOOD฀ SAFETY฀ CRISES฀ INCLUDING฀ "3%฀ AND฀
THE฀ DIOXIN฀ CONTAMINATION฀ %5฀ FOOD฀ LAW฀WAS฀ SUB
STANTIALLY฀ REFORMED฀ 7HITE฀ 0APER฀ ON฀ &OOD฀3AFETY฀
#/-	฀½NAL	฀AND฀AS฀PART฀OF฀THIS฀A฀SYSTEM฀
OF฀ SPECIALISED฀ #OMMUNITY฀ REFERENCE฀ LABORATORIES฀





OF฀ %UROPEAN฀ RISK฀ MANAGEMENT฀ SYSTEM฀ AND฀ HELP฀
MAKE฀THE฀%5฀REGULATORY฀SYSTEM฀MORE฀EF½CIENT฀AND฀








 COORDINATING฀ A฀ NETWORK฀ OF฀ NATIONAL฀ REFERENCE฀
LABORATORIES฀
4HE฀#2,S฀ARE฀ALSO฀REQUIRED฀TO฀HAVE฀KNOWLEDGE฀OF฀
INTERNATIONAL฀ STANDARDS฀ AND฀ PRACTICES฀ AND฀ KEEP฀
LISTS฀ OF฀ REFERENCE฀ SUBSTANCES฀ AND฀ REAGENTS฀ AND฀
THEIR฀ SUPPLIERS฀ 7ITH฀ THEIR฀ NETWORKS฀ OF฀ NATIONAL฀




COTOXINS฀ AND฀ POLYCYCLIC฀ AROMATIC฀ HYDROCARBONS฀
0!(S	฀ IN฀ FOOD฀ AND฀ ANIMAL฀ FEED฀ 3UBSTANCES฀ IN฀
THESE฀ THREE฀ GROUPS฀ CAN฀ CAUSE฀ CANCER฀ AND฀ OTHER฀
SERIOUS฀ ILLNESSES฀ OR฀ DAMAGE฀ THE฀ CENTRAL฀ NERVOUS฀


























ANALYTICAL฀ METHODS฀ SUBMITTED฀ BY฀ THE฀ APPLICANT฀
ESTABLISHING฀WHETHER฀THESE฀METHODS฀ARE฀SUITABLE฀
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*2#)2--฀IS฀OPERATING฀THE฀#OMMUNITY฀REFERENCE฀LABORATORY฀FOR฀
FEED฀ADDITIVES฀SINCE฀
)N฀ ฀ THE฀ #2,฀ SUBMITTED฀ ½NAL฀ REPORTS฀ ON฀ THE฀
ASSESSMENT฀OF฀ANALYTICAL฀METHODS฀ FOR฀฀DOSSIERS฀
TO฀ %&3!฀ AND฀ PARTICIPATED฀ IN฀ PRO½CIENCY฀ TESTS฀ TO฀
DEMONSTRATE฀ ITS฀COMPETENCE฀ IN฀PRODUCING฀RELIABLE฀










FOOD฀ OF฀ ANIMAL฀ ORIGIN฀ 4HE฀ #2,฀ FOR฀ FEED฀ ADDITIVES฀







LEAD฀ CADMIUM฀ AND฀MERCURY฀ HAVE฀ NO฀ NUTRITIONAL฀
VALUE฀AND฀CAN฀IN฀SOME฀CASES฀CONTRIBUTE฀TO฀SERIOUS฀
ILLNESSES฀ SUCH฀ AS฀ CANCER฀ OR฀ DAMAGE฀ THE฀ CENTRAL฀
NERVOUS฀SYSTEM
4O฀ REDUCE฀ THE฀ RISK฀ TO฀ HUMAN฀ HEALTH฀ ASSOCIATED฀
WITH฀HIGH฀HEAVY฀METAL฀ CONTENT฀ IN฀ FOOD฀AND฀ FEED฀
MAXIMUM฀ ALLOWED฀ LIMITS฀ IN฀ SEVERAL฀ COMMODITIES฀
HAVE฀BEEN฀LAID฀DOWN฀IN฀THE฀%UROPEAN฀LEGISLATION฀
4HE฀ #OMMUNITY฀ REFERENCE฀ LABORATORY฀ FOR฀ HEAVY฀
METALS฀WAS฀CREATED฀TO฀IMPLEMENT฀2EGULATION฀%#	฀
.O฀฀ON฀OF½CIAL฀CONTROLS฀PERFORMED฀TO฀EN
SURE฀ THE฀VERI½CATION฀OF฀COMPLIANCE฀WITH฀ THE฀ FEED฀
AND฀ FOOD฀ LAW฀ ANIMAL฀ HEALTH฀ AND฀ ANIMAL฀ WELFARE฀
RULES฀4HE฀ TASK฀OF฀ THE฀#2,฀ FOR฀HEAVY฀METALS฀ IS฀ TO฀
FACILITATE฀ THE฀ IMPLEMENTATION฀ OF฀ 2EGULATION฀ %#	฀

















ERENCE฀ LABORATORIES฀ASK฀ FOR฀ IT฀AS฀WELL฀AS฀ TRAINING฀
ON฀THE฀RELEVANT฀%UROPEAN฀LEGISLATION
#OMMUNITY฀2EFERENCE฀,ABORATORY฀FOR฀-YCOTOXINS







4O฀ENSURE฀ THAT฀ RESULTS฀ FROM฀ FOOD฀AND฀ FEED฀MONI
TORING฀ FUL½L฀ THE฀ REQUIREMENTS฀ OF฀ LEGISLATION฀ ANY฀
METHOD฀ THAT฀ IS฀ USED฀ FOR฀ ANALYSIS฀ OF฀ GOODS฀MUST฀




TORING฀ AND฀ RISK฀ ASSESSMENT฀ STUDIES฀ "OTH฀ RAPID฀
SCREENING฀METHODS฀AND฀CON½RMATORY฀METHODS฀ARE฀
NEEDED









AND฀ FUTURE฀ %UROPEAN฀ LEGISLATION฀ FOR฀ MYCOTOXINS฀




LEGISLATIVE฀ LEVEL฀OF฀ ฀NGG฀ IN฀BABY฀ FOOD฀AND฀DE
VELOPED฀AND฀VALIDATED฀METHODS฀FOR฀THE฀DETERMINA
TION฀OF฀ &USARIUM฀ TOXINS฀ SUCH฀AS฀DEOXYNIVALENOL฀





#OMMUNITY฀ 2EFERENCE฀ ,ABORATORY฀ FOR฀ 0OLYCYCLIC฀
!ROMATIC฀(YDROCARBONS
0OLYCYCLIC฀ AROMATIC฀ HYDROCARBONS฀ 0!(S	฀ ARE฀ A฀
GROUP฀ OF฀ ABOUT฀ TEN฀ THOUSAND฀ COMPOUNDS฀ 3OME฀








CONTAMINATED฀ WITH฀ 0!(S฀ THROUGH฀ DRYING฀ OR฀ FOOD฀
FROM฀ANIMAL฀ORIGIN฀CAN฀BE฀CONTAMINATED฀ THROUGH฀
CHARCOAL฀GRILLING฀ROASTING฀OR฀SMOKING
)N฀ ฀ THE฀ *2#)2--฀WAS฀ APPOINTED฀ AS฀ #2,฀ FOR฀
0!(S฀4HE฀#2,฀ASSISTS฀THE฀NATIONAL฀LABORATORIES฀OF฀













TO฀ #OMMISSION฀ 2ECOMMENDATION฀ %#฀




ACROSS฀ %UROPE฀ TO฀ IDENTIFY฀ POTENTIAL฀ PARTNERS฀ AND฀
TO฀HELP฀AUTHORITIES฀TO฀ADDRESS฀SCIENTI½C฀QUESTIONS฀
RELATED฀TO฀0!(S฀TO฀THE฀RESPECTIVE฀EXPERTS฀)N฀฀











AND฀ RECOMMENDED฀ ฀ OF฀ THEM฀ BE฀ MONITORED฀ IN฀ ADDITION฀ TO฀
BENZO;A=PYRENE฀"A0	฀WHICH฀WAS฀THE฀ONLY฀COMPOUND฀REQUIRED฀
THAT฀ TIME฀ 4HIS฀ IS฀ RE½ECTED฀ IN฀ #OMMISSION฀ 2ECOMMENDATION฀
%#฀ )N฀ ฀ THE฀ *OINT฀ &!/7(/฀ %XPERT฀ #OMMITTEE฀
ON฀&OOD฀!DDITIVES฀*%#&!	฀BROUGHT฀UP฀ANOTHER฀0!(฀THAT฀IS฀NOT฀
COVERED฀ BY฀ THE฀ #OMMISSION฀ 2ECOMMENDATION฀ %#฀
4HEREFORE฀%&3!฀AND฀THE฀%UROPEAN฀#OMMISSION฀HAVE฀DRAWN฀UP฀
A฀PRIORITY฀ LIST฀OF฀ THE฀ ฀0!(S฀MENTIONED฀ IN฀ THE฀ RECOMMENDA




















3%.!2#	฀ PROVIDES฀ TRAINING฀ AND฀ OPPORTUNITIES฀ TO฀
SHARE฀KNOWLEDGE฀FOR฀SCIENTISTS฀FROM฀ACROSS฀3OUTH฀
%ASTERN฀%UROPE฀)T฀FOCUSES฀SPECI½CALLY฀ON฀THE฀½ELD฀
OF฀ THE฀ CHEMICAL฀ AND฀BIOANALYTICAL฀MEASUREMENTS฀
REQUIRED฀FOR฀THE฀IMPLEMENTATION฀OF฀%5฀LEGISLATION฀
IN฀AREAS฀SUCH฀AS฀ENVIRONMENTAL฀MONITORING฀3%.!2#฀
IS฀ FUNDED฀ FROM฀ THE฀ %5´S฀ )NSTRUMENT฀ FOR฀ 0RE!C
CESSION฀!SSISTANCE฀ AND฀3TRUCTURAL฀ &UNDS฀ AMONG฀
OTHER฀SOURCES฀)T฀HAS฀EVOLVED฀FROM฀COLLABORATION฀OF฀
*2#)2--฀WITH฀฀3LOVENIAN฀RESEARCH฀PARTNERS
*2#)2--฀ IS฀ALSO฀ INVOLVED฀ IN฀%5฀ FUNDED฀PROJECTS฀
#!2$3	฀ CARRIED฀ OUT฀ IN฀ !LBANIA฀ AND฀ #ROATIA฀ 4HE฀
ESTABLISHMENT฀OF฀A฀FREE฀TRADE฀AREA฀IN฀THE฀"ALKANS฀
AS฀ WELL฀ AS฀ A฀ FUTURE฀ FREE฀ TRADE฀ AGREEMENT฀ WITH฀










TRAINING฀ COURSE฀ON฀QUALITY฀ SYSTEMS฀ IN฀4IRANA฀AND฀
THE฀!LBANIAN฀METROLOGY฀AUTHORITY฀WAS฀ADVISED฀ IN฀
DRAFTING฀STRATEGIES฀4EMPLATES฀FOR฀TECHNICAL฀DOCU
MENTS฀ NEEDED฀ FOR฀ CERTI½CATION฀ OR฀ ACCREDITATION฀
WERE฀SET฀UP฀)N฀#ROATIA฀THE฀PROJECTS฀AIM฀TO฀DE½NE฀
NATIONAL฀ PRIORITIES฀ FOR฀ METROLOGY฀ AND฀ CONFORMITY฀
ASSESSMENT฀ AND฀ ASSIST฀ IN฀ DEVELOPING฀ THE฀ QUALITY฀
INFRASTRUCTURE฀IN฀#ROATIA
4RAINING
0ASSING฀ ON฀ THE฀ BEST฀ PRACTICES฀ AND฀ EXPERIENCE฀ IS฀
ESSENTIAL฀IN฀ALL฀AREAS฀WHERE฀*2#)2--฀IS฀WORKING฀






ED฀ IN฀ ฀ TO฀ PROVIDE฀ A฀ PLATFORM฀ FOR฀ IMPROVING฀
THE฀QUALITY฀OF฀ANALYTICAL฀RESULTS฀BY฀PROMOTING฀AND฀
PROVIDING฀A฀%UROPEWIDE฀HARMONISED฀PRACTITIONER฀







SATIONS฀ %52/,!"฀ %52/-%4฀ AND฀ %52!#(%-฀ AS฀
WELL฀AS฀IN฀TOTAL฀ABOUT฀฀ACADEMIC฀LECTURERS฀FROM฀














PROGRAMME฀ IN฀ NUCLEAR฀ ENGINEERING฀ IN฀ "ELGIUM฀
Highlights in 2006
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4RAIN-I#฀TRAINING฀SESSION







MENTS฀ ON฀ SCIENTI½C฀ RESEARCH฀ WERE฀ SIGNED฀ WITH฀





TEAM฀ IN฀ DESIGNING฀ AND฀ CONSTRUCTING฀ SPECIALISED฀
EQUIPMENT฀ WERE฀ HIGHLIGHTED฀ WHEN฀ THE฀ SEVENTH฀
GRADE฀WELDING฀PIPE½TTING฀AND฀CONSTRUCTION฀CLASS฀




BASED฀ ON฀ MAKING฀ AN฀ ALUMINIUM฀ ARRAY฀ FOR฀ MEAS
UREMENTS฀AT฀*2#)2--´S฀LINEAR฀ELECTRON฀ACCELERA
TOR฀FACILITY฀4HE฀ARRAY฀IS฀USED฀AT฀*2#)2--฀FOR฀THE฀
MEASUREMENT฀ OF฀nEMISSION฀ PROBABILITIES฀ ASSOCI
ATED฀WITH฀NEUTRON฀INDUCED฀REACTIONS
*2#)2--฀IS฀A฀PARTNER฀OF฀THE฀6IRTUAL฀%UROPEAN฀2A
DIONUCLIDE฀ -ETROLOGY฀ )NSTITUTE฀ 6%2-)	฀ TOGETHER฀
WITH฀ THE฀ RADIONUCLIDE฀ METROLOGY฀ DEPARTMENTS฀ OF฀
,ABORATOIRE฀.ATIONAL฀(ENRI฀"ECQUEREL฀,.%,.("฀
&2	฀ 0HYSIKALISCH4ECHNISCHE฀ "UNDESANSTALT฀ 04"฀
$%	฀ AND฀ .ATIONAL฀ 0HYSICAL฀ ,ABORATORY฀ .0,฀ 5+	฀
7ITH฀ THE฀ GENERATION฀ OF฀ SCIENTISTS฀ IN฀ NUCLEAR฀ RE






INSTITUTES฀ NATIONAL฀ AUTHORITIES฀ AND฀ RESEARCH฀ IN
STITUTIONS฀ PARTICIPATED฀ 4OPICS฀ COVERED฀ STATISTICS฀
AND฀ UNCERTAINTY฀ ESTIMATION฀ AS฀WELL฀ AS฀ THE฀MAJOR฀
MEASUREMENT฀TECHNIQUES฀STARTING฀FROM฀THE฀BASICS฀
AND฀ENDING฀IN฀A฀DETAILED฀DISCUSSION฀OF฀THE฀STATEOF






MENT฀ UNCERTAINTY฀ AND฀ ESTABLISHING฀ TRACEABILITY฀
4HEY฀ ARE฀ DESIGNED฀ FOR฀ LABORATORY฀ MANAGERS฀ AND฀
PRACTITIONERS฀ IN฀ ANALYTICAL฀ LABORATORIES฀ WHO฀ USE฀
REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀ FOR฀STATISTICAL฀QUALITY฀CONTROL฀













































4HE฀ *2#฀ OFFERS฀ ITS฀ NUCLEAR฀ RESEARCH฀ FACILITIES฀ TO฀
%UROPEAN฀ RESEARCH฀ TEAMS฀ INVESTIGATING฀ TOPICS฀
SUCH฀AS฀RADIOACTIVE฀WASTE฀MANAGEMENT฀RADIATION฀
PROTECTION฀ AND฀ NUCLEAR฀ TECHNOLOGIES฀ AND฀ SAFETY฀
*2#)2--฀HAS฀ TWO฀ACCELERATORS฀ THAT฀ ARE฀USED฀ FOR฀
ACCURATE฀NEUTRON฀DATA฀MEASUREMENTS฀7ITHIN฀ THE฀







BE฀ SUPPORTED฀ 0ROPOSALS฀ ARE฀ REVIEWED฀ BY฀ A฀ PRO
GRAMME฀ADVISORY฀COMMITTEE฀COMPOSED฀OF฀EXPERTS฀
IN฀THE฀½ELDS฀OF฀INTEREST฀!PPROVED฀EXPERIMENTS฀ARE฀




SUBSISTENCE฀ COSTS฀ DURING฀ THE฀ TIME฀ REQUIRED฀ CON
DUCTING฀ THE฀ EXPERIMENT฀ 4HE฀ USERS฀ PERFORM฀ THEIR฀













STATE฀ IN฀ 5฀ VERY฀ SHORTLIVED฀ ACTIVATION฀ CROSS฀
SECTIONS฀ FROM฀ INELASTIC฀SCATTERING฀ON฀ 0B฀AND฀
TESTING฀AND฀CALIBRATION฀OF฀NEUTRON฀DOSIMETERS฀ FOR฀
RADIATION฀PROTECTION
/VER฀ THE฀ THREE฀ YEARS฀ THE฀ REQUESTED฀ BEAM฀ TIME฀



















STANDARD฀ FOR฀ THE฀ COMPETENCE฀OF฀ TESTING฀AND฀CALI
BRATION฀LABORATORIES฀!CCREDITATION฀OF฀THE฀2EFERENCE฀











ERING฀ ANALYSIS฀ OF฀ VITAMIN฀ !฀ AND฀ COCCIDIOSTATS฀ IN฀











)SOTOPE฀-EASUREMENTS฀ UNIT฀WAS฀ AUDITED฀ AGAINST฀
)3/)%#฀ FOR฀ ITS฀ ISOTOPIC฀MEASUREMENTS฀US
ING฀INDUCTIVELY฀COUPLED฀PLASMA฀MASS฀SPECTROMETRY฀
)#0-3	฀ AND฀ FOR฀ ITS฀ RADIONUCLIDE฀ PRIMARY฀ STAND
ARDISATION฀AS฀WELL฀AS฀ITS฀INTERLABORATORY฀COMPARI
SON฀ACTIVITIES฀AGAINST฀)3/฀'UIDE฀฀
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4HE฀WORK฀PROGRAMME฀OF฀THE฀*2#฀IN฀THE฀TH฀&RAME





ERENCE฀ MATERIALS฀ AND฀ MEASUREMENTS฀ WHICH฀













4HE฀ *2#)2--฀ PROMOTES฀ THE฀ PRINCIPLE฀ OF฀ ±ONCE฀




TRE฀ #ONVENTION฀ 4HE฀ RELIABILITY฀ AND฀ COMPARABILITY฀
OF฀ANALYTICAL฀AND฀TESTING฀DATA฀ACROSS฀%UROPE฀¯฀AND฀
GLOBALLY฀ ¯฀ GREATLY฀ DEPEND฀ ON฀ QUALITY฀ ASSURANCE฀
TOOLS฀ LIKE฀ THE฀ CERTI½ED฀ REFERENCE฀ MATERIALS฀ AND฀
SCHEMES฀ FOR฀ EVALUATING฀ LABORATORY฀ PERFORMANCE฀
THAT฀THE฀*2#)2--฀PROVIDES
2EFERENCE฀ MATERIALS฀ ARE฀ NEEDED฀ FOR฀ DEVELOPING฀
CALIBRATING฀ AND฀ VALIDATING฀ THE฀METHODS฀ OF฀ ANALY
SIS฀4ODAY฀REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀ARE฀ALSO฀NEEDED฀TO฀
FUL½LL฀ THE฀ REQUIREMENTS฀ OF฀ PRESENT฀ STANDARDS฀ FOR฀
THE฀ACCREDITATION฀OF฀ TESTING฀AND฀CALIBRATION฀ LABO
RATORIES฀ *2#)2--฀ IS฀ ONE฀ OF฀ THE฀ WORLD´S฀ LARGEST฀
REFERENCE฀MATERIAL฀PROVIDERS฀AND฀OFFERS฀A฀LARGE฀VA
RIETY฀OF฀CERTI½ED฀REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀ )N฀฀ ITS฀
REFERENCE฀ MATERIALS฀ PROGRAMME฀ RESULTED฀ IN฀ OVER฀




ACROSS฀ %UROPE฀ AND฀ THE฀ PERFORMANCE฀ OF฀ TESTING฀
LABORATORIES฀ 4HE฀ *2#)2--฀ RUNS฀ AN฀ )NTERNATION
AL฀ -EASUREMENT฀ %VALUATION฀ 0ROGRAMME฀ )-%0	฀ A฀
2EGULAR฀%UROPEAN฀)NTERNATIONAL฀-EASUREMENT฀%VALU
ATION฀ 0ROGRAMME฀ 2%)-%0	฀ FOR฀ NUCLEAR฀ MEASURE
MENTS฀ AN฀ )NTERNATIONAL฀ -EASUREMENT฀ %VALUATION฀









WITH฀ DIFFERENT฀ SCOPES฀ AND฀ EXPERIENCE฀ AND฀MAKE฀
AN฀OVERALL฀EVALUATION฀OF฀MEASUREMENT฀CAPABILITIES฀
AT฀ VARIOUS฀ LEVELS฀OF฀ THE฀MEASUREMENT฀ CHAIN฀POS
SIBLE฀4HE฀MEASUREMENT฀CAPABILITIES฀OF฀*2#)2--฀
IN฀TURN฀ARE฀BENCHMARKED฀AGAINST฀THE฀BEST฀ACHIEV
ABLE฀ MEASUREMENTS฀ VIA฀ THE฀ KEY฀ COMPARISONS฀ OF฀
COMMITTEES฀ OF฀ THE฀ )NTERNATIONAL฀ #OMMITTEE฀ FOR฀
7EIGHTS฀ AND฀ -EASURES฀ #)0-	฀ *2#)2--฀ ALSO฀
ORGANISES฀ SUCH฀ KEY฀ OR฀ PILOT฀ COMPARISONS฀ FOR฀ THE฀










THORISATION฀ AND฀ ACCORDING฀ TO฀ THE฀ %#฀ REGULATIONS฀
FOOD฀ OR฀ FOOD฀ INGREDIENTS฀ CONTAINING฀ MORE฀ THAN฀
฀'-/S฀MUST฀BE฀ LABELLED฀APPROPRIATELY฀#ER
TI½ED฀REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀ARE฀NEEDED฀FOR฀CALIBRAT
ING฀ THE฀METHODS฀USED฀ TO฀QUANTIFY฀ THE฀ CONTENT฀OF฀
GENETICALLY฀ MODI½ED฀ ORGANISMS฀ '-/S	฀ AND฀ FOR฀
CONTROLLING฀ THE฀ QUALITY฀ OF฀ THESE฀ MEASUREMENTS฀
)MPLEMENTING฀ THE฀ %5฀ LEGISLATION฀ ON฀ LABELLING฀ OF฀
FOOD฀AND฀ FEED฀PRODUCTS฀CONTAINING฀'-/S฀ LARGELY฀
DEPENDS฀ON฀ THE฀ACCURACY฀AND฀ RELIABILITY฀OF฀ THOSE฀
MEASUREMENTS฀ &OR฀ EACH฀ '-/฀ EVENT฀ AUTHORISED฀
FOR฀ FOOD฀ AND฀ FEED฀ USE฀ IN฀ %UROPE฀ CERTI½ED฀ REFER
ENCE฀MATERIALS฀NEED฀TO฀BE฀AVAILABLE
4HE฀*2#)2--฀WAS฀THE฀½RST฀TO฀PRODUCE฀REFERENCE฀
MATERIALS฀ FOR฀ THE฀ ANALYSIS฀ OF฀ '-/S฀ AND฀ IS฀ THE฀
ONLY฀ ONE฀ ACCREDITED฀ UNDER฀ )3/฀ 'UIDE฀ ฀ FOR฀ THE฀
PRODUCTION฀OF฀ CERTI½ED฀'-/฀ REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀
















PROCESSING฀ TECHNIQUES฀ AND฀ CERTI½CATION฀ STRATE
GIES฀ 'RINDING฀ TECHNIQUES฀ USING฀ LIQUID฀ NITROGEN฀
AND฀FREEZEDRYING฀WERE฀APPLIED฀TO฀ACHIEVE฀STABLE฀






FEED฀ 4HE฀ %(฀ POTATO฀ IS฀ AN฀ AMYLOPECTIN
TYPE฀STARCH฀POTATO฀WITH฀STRONGLY฀REDUCED฀AMYLOSE฀
LEVELS฀ 4HE฀ SAMPLES฀ FOR฀ LABORATORY฀ ANALYSIS฀ ARE฀
MAINLY฀WHOLE฀POTATOES฀WHICH฀WILL฀BE฀QUALITATIVELY฀
ASSESSED฀ 4HE฀ REFERENCE฀ MATERIAL฀ POWDERS฀ WERE฀
PREPARED฀FROM฀'-฀POTATOES฀AND฀FROM฀NON'-฀PO
TATOES฀ 4O฀PREVENT฀ ACCIDENTAL฀ CONTAMINATION฀ THE฀
'-฀ AND฀ NON'-฀ RAW฀ MATERIALS฀ WERE฀ PROCESSED฀
SEPARATELY฀4HE฀PURITY฀OF฀ THE฀POTATO฀BATCHES฀WAS฀
TESTED฀ON฀ INDIVIDUAL฀ TUBERS฀ A฀ CHIP฀WAS฀ CUT฀ FROM฀
THE฀SURFACE฀OF฀EACH฀TUBER฀AND฀STAINED฀WITH฀IODINE฀
TO฀ DEMONSTRATE฀ THE฀ PRESENCE฀ OF฀ AMYLOSE฀ 4HIS฀




'-/฀ POTATOES฀ &OLLOWING฀ THE฀ FREEZEDRYING฀ AND฀
MILLING฀IN฀A฀CRYOGENIC฀MILL฀THE฀HYGROSCOPIC฀POTATO฀
POWDERS฀WERE฀PACKED฀IN฀VIALS฀USING฀AN฀AUTOMATIC฀
½LLING฀ LINE฀ IN฀ A฀ CLOSED฀ GLOVE฀ BOX฀MAINTAINING฀ AN฀
INERT฀ ATMOSPHERE฀ 4HE฀ REFERENCE฀ MATERIALS฀ ARE฀
CERTI½ED฀FOR฀THEIR฀%(฀POTATO฀NUMBER฀FRAC





FEED฀ PRODUCTS฀ 4HE฀ GENETICALLY฀MODI½ED฀ STACKED฀
COTTON฀EVENT฀฀X฀฀HAS฀BEEN฀
GENETICALLY฀ ENGINEERED฀ TO฀ PROVIDE฀ RESISTANCE฀
AGAINST฀CERTAIN฀LEPIDOPTERAN฀PESTS฀4HE฀REFERENCE฀
MATERIAL฀FOR฀EVENT฀฀X฀฀WAS฀
PRODUCED฀ FROM฀ COTTON฀ SEEDS฀ USING฀ THE฀ GRINDING฀
TECHNIQUES฀AT฀LIQUID฀NITROGEN฀TEMPERATURE฀TO฀COPE฀
WITH฀THE฀HIGH฀FAT฀CONTENT฀OF฀THE฀RAW฀MATERIALS฀4HE฀
POWDERS฀ WERE฀ PREPARED฀ FROM฀ '-฀ AND฀ NON'-฀
SEED฀ BATCHES฀ THOROUGHLY฀ CHECKED฀ FOR฀ THEIR฀ PU
RITY฀"ESIDE฀ THE฀ TWO฀PURE฀MATERIALS฀ TWO฀MIXTURES฀
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)SOTOPIC฀REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀FOR฀:N฀ANALYSIS











TO฀ SERVE฀ AS฀ COMMON฀ ±DELTA²฀ MATERIAL฀ *2#)2--฀
HAS฀ALSO฀PRODUCED฀A฀SERIES฀OF฀CERTI½ED฀ISOTOPIC฀REFER
ENCE฀MATERIALS฀FOR฀THE฀ANALYSIS฀OF฀:N฀4HESE฀INCLUDE฀




DEPENDS฀ STRONGLY฀ ON฀ THEIR฀ WATER฀ CONTENT฀ (OW
EVER฀AN฀EF½CIENT฀AND฀RELIABLE฀ONLINE฀METHOD฀ FOR฀
MEASURING฀ THE฀ WATER฀ CONTENT฀ IN฀ POWDERS฀ DURING฀
PROCESSING฀COULD฀NOT฀BE฀REALISED฀UNTIL฀RECENTLY฀)N฀
฀A฀NEW฀INSTRUMENTAL฀METHOD฀HAS฀BEEN฀ADAPT
ED฀ AT฀ *2#)2--฀ VALIDATED฀ AND฀ IMPLEMENTED฀ FOR฀
ONLINE฀ WATER฀MEASUREMENTS฀ IN฀ GLASS฀ VIALS฀ ½LLED฀
WITH฀DRIED฀BIOLOGICAL฀POWDERS฀)T฀IS฀BASED฀ON฀HIGH฀













ING฀ GLYPHOSATE฀ 3INCE฀ QUANTI½CATION฀ OF฀ '-/S฀ IS฀
BASED฀EITHER฀ON฀THE฀DETECTION฀OF฀THE฀MODI½ED฀$.!฀
SEQUENCES฀ OR฀ ON฀ THE฀ NEWLY฀ EXPRESSED฀ PROTEINS฀
IT฀CANNOT฀BE฀CARRIED฀OUT฀ON฀THE฀½NAL฀PRODUCT฀ THE฀
SUGAR฀0RESENCE฀OR฀ABSENCE฀OF฀ THE฀'-/฀EVENT฀ IS฀
THEREFORE฀ TESTED฀ ON฀ THE฀ SUGAR฀ BEET฀ ROOTS฀ BEFORE฀
THEY฀ ENTER฀ PROCESSING฀ 3TATISTICAL฀ EVALUATION฀ OF฀
DATA฀ THEN฀ALLOWS฀ESTIMATING฀ THE฀'-/฀CONCENTRA
TION฀ IN฀A฀BATCH฀OF฀ SUGAR฀BEET฀ ROOT฀4HE฀ REFERENCE฀
MATERIAL฀HAS฀ALSO฀BEEN฀PRODUCED฀ FROM฀ ROOTS฀AND฀
A฀PURE฀'-฀AND฀NON'-฀POWDER฀HAVE฀BEEN฀MADE฀
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!MPOULING฀OF฀CANDIDATE฀REFERENCE฀MATERIAL฀SOLUTIONS










ELEMENTS฀ EVEN฀ AT฀ TRACE฀ LEVELS฀ 4HE฀ LOW฀ TEMPERA
TURE฀ALSO฀PROTECTS฀THERMALLY฀UNSTABLE฀ANALYTES฀LIKE฀
NITROIMIDAZOLES฀ USED฀ AS฀ VETERINARY฀ DRUGS฀ FROM฀
BEING฀DESTROYED฀IN฀THE฀MILLING฀STEP฀4HE฀POSSIBIL
ITY฀FOR฀RAPID฀REMILLING฀OF฀A฀½RST฀MILLING฀PORTION฀FOR฀









LENGING฀ TASKS฀ OF฀ THIS฀ PROJECT฀ &IRSTLY฀ ½LLING฀ AND฀
SEALING฀ STATIONS฀ WERE฀ SEPARATED฀ PHYSICALLY฀ FOR฀













)NTERLABORATORY฀ COMPARISONS฀ FOR฀ BENCHMARKING฀
AND฀VALIDATION
*2#)2--฀ORGANISES฀ INTERLABORATORY฀COMPARISONS฀
FOR฀ MANY฀ PURPOSES฀ )NTERLABORATORY฀ COMPARISONS฀
ARE฀THE฀PREFERRED฀WAY฀TO฀VALIDATE฀METHODS฀OF฀ANAL
YSIS฀OR฀TO฀CERTIFY฀A฀REFERENCE฀MATERIAL฀ACCORDING฀TO฀
INTERNATIONALLY฀ AGREED฀ GUIDELINES฀ 4HEY฀ ARE฀ ALSO฀
USED฀TO฀EVALUATE฀THE฀PERFORMANCE฀OF฀LABORATORIES฀
IN฀SPECI½C฀TESTING฀ACTIVITIES฀-ANY฀OF฀THE฀INTERLABO
RATORY฀ COMPARISONS฀ ORGANISED฀ BY฀ *2#)2--฀ ARE฀
OPEN฀ TO฀ ALL฀ LABORATORIES฀ THAT฀ WISH฀ TO฀ PARTICIPATE฀
BUT฀SOME฀ARE฀RESTRICTED฀TO฀EG฀NATIONAL฀REFERENCE฀
LABORATORIES฀ EXPERT฀ LABORATORIES฀ FOR฀ CERTI½CATION฀
OF฀ REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀ OR฀ IN฀ THE฀ CASE฀ OF฀ NUCLEAR฀
MEASUREMENTS฀TO฀THOSE฀THAT฀ARE฀LICENCED฀TO฀KEEP฀
AND฀IMPORT฀RADIOACTIVE฀SAMPLES฀/FTEN฀AN฀INTERLAB
ORATORY฀ COMPARISON฀ ORGANISED฀ BY฀ *2#)2--฀WAS฀






THREE฀ NEW฀ #OMMUNITY฀ REFERENCE฀ LABORATORIES฀ RE
QUIRES฀*2#)2--฀TO฀ORGANISE฀MORE฀PRO½CIENCY฀TEST฀
TYPE฀ CAMPAIGNS฀ FOR฀ THE฀ NOMINATED฀ LABORATORIES฀





MEASURING฀ LEAD฀ IN฀ WINE฀ ##1-+	฀ AND฀ MER
CURY฀IN฀WATER฀##1-0	
)N฀ ฀ *2#)2--฀WAS฀ RUNNING฀ EVALUATION฀ CAM
PAIGNS฀ON฀THE฀ANALYSIS฀OF฀SULPHUR฀IN฀PETROL฀ON฀THE฀
ANALYSIS฀OF฀TRACE฀ELEMENTS฀POLYCHLORINATED฀BIPHE







MENT฀ AND฀3USTAINABILITY฀ FROM฀ LABORATORIES฀MEAS
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#ONSULTATIVE฀ #OMMITTEE฀ ON฀ THE฀ !MOUNT฀ OF฀ -ATERIAL฀ ##1-	฀
OF฀ THE฀ )NTERNATIONAL฀ #OMMITTEE฀ FOR฀ 7EIGHTS฀ AND฀ -EASURES฀
#)0-	
#ONSULTATIVE฀ #OMMITTEE฀ FOR฀ )ONISING฀ 2ADIATION฀ ))	฀ ##2)))		฀
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&ROM฀THE฀!VOGADRO฀CONSTANT฀TO฀A฀KILOGRAM














4O฀ COUNT฀ ATOMS฀ THIS฀ RESEARCH฀ CONSORTIUM฀ STARTS฀
WITH฀ A฀ PERFECT฀ CRYSTAL฀ OF฀ PURE฀ SILICON฀ )TS฀ DIMEN
SIONS฀ ARE฀ MEASURED฀ ITS฀ VOLUME฀ CALCULATED฀ AND฀
DIVIDED฀BY฀THE฀VOLUME฀OF฀ONE฀ATOM฀IN฀THE฀ATOMIC฀
LATTICE฀WHICH฀ CAN฀ BE฀MEASURED฀ BY฀ 8RAY฀ CRYSTAL





&OR฀MANY฀YEARS฀ THE฀ RESEARCH฀WAS฀CENTRED฀ON฀ THE฀
PROBLEM฀OF฀HOW฀ FAR฀ THE฀PERFECTION฀OF฀A฀ REAL฀ CRYS










LED฀ TO฀A฀VALUE฀ FOR฀ THE฀!VOGADRO฀CONSTANT฀OF฀.!฀฀
฀฀	฀X฀MOL฀IN฀
4O฀ CONTINUE฀ REDUCING฀ THE฀ UNCERTAINTY฀ OF฀ .!฀ AN฀
IMPROVEMENT฀ IN฀ THE฀ MOLAR฀ MASS฀ DETERMINATION฀




OF฀ ฀ ฀ON฀EACH฀OF฀ THESE฀ABUNDANCE฀ CORRECTIONS฀
CONTRIBUTES฀ A฀ RELATIVE฀ UNCERTAINTY฀ ON฀ THE฀ MOLAR฀
MASS฀VALUE฀OF฀ THE฀HIGHLY฀ENRICHED฀ 3I฀OF฀ ฀À฀
5SING฀ THIS฀ CONCEPT฀ THE฀ TASK฀ IS฀ NOW฀ TO฀ MEASURE฀
THE฀ SMALL฀ 3I฀ AND฀ 3I฀ ABUNDANCES฀ IN฀ THE฀ HIGHLY฀
ENRICHED฀3I฀INSTEAD฀OF฀THE฀ISOTOPE฀RATIOS฀IN฀3I฀OF฀
&E฀HALFLIFE฀AND฀ACTIVITY฀MEASUREMENTS





ESTABLISHED฀ AS฀ IONISATION฀ CHAMBERS฀ ARE฀ INSENSI
TIVE฀ TO฀ THE฀ EMITTED฀ RADIATION฀ AND฀ THE฀ PUBLISHED฀
DATA฀OBTAINED฀BY฀MEANS฀OF฀ LOW฀ENERGY฀DETECTORS฀
ARE฀INCONSISTENT฀!T฀*2#)2--฀EXPERIMENTAL฀WORK฀
WAS฀UNDERTAKEN฀ TO฀ RESOLVE฀ THE฀ AMBIGUITY฀ ON฀ THE฀
&E฀HALFLIFE฀VALUE฀4HE฀DECAY฀OF฀A฀PURE฀&E฀SOURCE฀




ALSO฀ REVEALED฀ NEGLECTED฀UNCERTAINTY฀ COMPONENTS฀
IN฀DATA฀ANALYSIS฀BASED฀ON฀LEAST฀SQUARES฀½TS฀PRO





INSTITUTES฀ OF฀ ½FTEEN฀ COUNTRIES฀ HAS฀ REVEALED฀ THAT฀
MOST฀ PRIMARY฀ STANDARDISATION฀ LABORATORIES฀ HAVE฀
GREAT฀DIF½CULTY฀IN฀DETERMINING฀THE฀ACTIVITY฀OF฀A฀&E฀


















4HIS฀ CONCEPT฀ HAS฀ BECOME฀ FEASIBLE฀ BECAUSE฀ OF฀ A฀
SOURCE฀OF฀VERY฀HIGHLY฀ENRICHED฀3I฀ISOTOPES฀IN฀.IZH
NY.OVGOROD฀ 25	฀ 4HE฀ )NSTITUTE฀ OF฀ #HEMISTRY฀ OF฀
(IGH0URITY฀ 3UBSTANCES฀ OF฀ THE฀ 2USSIAN฀ !CADEMY฀
OF฀ 3CIENCES฀ HAS฀ DEMONSTRATED฀ ITS฀ CAPABILITY฀ TO฀
PRODUCE฀3I฀WITH฀THE฀REQUIRED฀LEVEL฀OF฀ENRICHMENT฀







MENTS฀ THE฀DYNAMIC฀ RANGE฀OF฀ THE฀DEDICATED฀MASS฀
SPECTROMETER฀ AT฀ *2#)2--฀ HAS฀ BEEN฀ UPGRADED฀
FROM฀฀ TO฀ ฀ AND฀ THE฀PREPARATION฀OF฀A฀NEW฀SET฀













NUCLEAR฀ DECAY฀ CONSTANTS฀ 4HE฀ CURRENTLY฀ ASSUMED฀
VALUES฀ARE฀MAINLY฀BASED฀ON฀ONLY฀ONE฀PRECISE฀EX
PERIMENT฀ PERFORMED฀ IN฀ ฀ 4HE฀ GEOCHRONOLOGY฀
COMMUNITY฀ THEREFORE฀ IS฀ IN฀NEED฀OF฀PRECISE฀MEAS
UREMENTS฀OF฀THE฀5฀AND฀5฀HALFLIVES
*2#)2--฀ TOGETHER฀ WITH฀ SOME฀ %UROPEAN฀ LABORA
TORIES฀ HAS฀ LAUNCHED฀ A฀ PROJECT฀ TO฀MEASURE฀ THESE฀
HALFLIVES฀ DIRECTLY฀ INVOLVING฀ MASS฀ SPECTROMETRY฀
AND฀PRIMARY฀ACTIVITY฀MEASUREMENTS฀ON฀HIGHLY฀EN





FOR฀ THE฀ 55฀HALFLIFE฀ RATIO฀4HE฀ ISOTOPIC฀ COM
POSITION฀ OF฀ THE฀MATERIAL฀ WAS฀ QUANTI½ED฀ BY฀MASS฀
SPECTROMETRY฀ AND฀ AS฀ AN฀ INTERMEDIATE฀ LINK฀ THE฀








































BUTTER฀ )F฀ #"%S฀ ARE฀ ADDED฀ CONSUMERS฀ HAVE฀ TO฀ BE฀
INFORMED฀BY฀APPROPRIATE฀ LABELLING฀ ฀"UT฀ASSESSING฀





4HE฀ #O#AL฀ #OCOA฀ BUTTER฀ #ALCULATION	฀ TOOLBOX฀ FOR฀
THE฀ ANALYSIS฀ OF฀ DARK฀ CHOCOLATE฀ WAS฀ PUBLISHED฀ IN฀
฀AND฀THE฀BUILDING฀OF฀#O#AL฀FOR฀MILK฀CHOCOLATE฀






ON฀ TRIACYLGLYCEROL฀ PRO½LING฀ BY฀ HIGH฀ RESOLUTION฀ GAS฀












TY฀COVERS฀ THE฀WHOLE฀ FOOD฀CHAIN฀ADDRESSING฀ ISSUES฀
FROM฀TRACEABILITY฀OF฀CATTLE฀TO฀CONTAMINANTS฀IN฀BABY฀
FOOD฀ ,IFE฀ SCIENCES฀ RESEARCH฀ AND฀ BIOTECHNOLOGY฀
MAKE฀NEW฀EXCITING฀APPLICATIONS฀A฀PART฀OF฀OUR฀EVERY
DAY฀LIFE฀WHETHER฀CONCERNED฀WITH฀FOOD฀OR฀HEALTH
4O฀ IMPLEMENT฀ THE฀ %UROPEAN฀ #OMMISSION´S฀ FOOD฀
SAFETY฀ POLICY฀ OR฀ TO฀ ASSURE฀ THE฀ QUALITY฀ OF฀ TESTING฀
RESULTS฀IN฀THE฀½ELD฀OF฀LIFE฀SCIENCES฀MEANS฀FOR฀THE฀
CONTROL฀ ARE฀ NEEDED฀-ONITORING฀ COMPLIANCE฀ WITH฀
LABELLING฀RULES฀OR฀WITH฀THE฀REGULATORY฀LIMITS฀OF฀CON




TESTS฀ ANALYTICAL฀ METHODOLOGIES฀ AND฀ EXPLORES฀
THE฀ TESTING฀ REQUIREMENTS฀ SET฀ BY฀ BIOTECHNOLOGY฀














DISINFECTION฀ BY฀ HYPOCHLORITE฀ TREATMENT฀ OR฀ IT฀ MAY฀
BE฀TRANSFERRED฀FROM฀GASKETS฀USED฀IN฀JARS฀3EMICAR
BAZIDE฀IS฀A฀WEAK฀GENOTOXIC฀AND฀CARCINOGENIC฀AGENT฀
BUT฀ ITS฀ OCCURRENCE฀ IN฀ BABY฀ FOOD฀ IS฀ A฀ CONSIDERABLE฀
















4HE฀ PRESENCE฀ OF฀ FOOD฀ INGREDIENTS฀ DERIVED฀ FROM฀
COMMONLY฀ALLERGENIC฀ FOODS฀NEEDS฀ TO฀BE฀DECLARED฀






*2#)2--฀ AIMS฀ TO฀ SUPPORT฀ THE฀ IMPLEMENTATION฀

















ED฀ THE฀ *2#)2--฀ TO฀ ANALYSE฀ THE฀ LABELS฀ OF฀ MORE฀
THAN฀ ฀ DIFFERENT฀ COOKIES฀ AND฀ CHOCOLATES฀ WITH฀




















)N฀ ฀ THE฀ *2#)2--฀ HAS฀ RELEASED฀ FOR฀ DISTRI
BUTION฀ ITS฀ ½RST฀ CERTI½ED฀ REFERENCE฀ MATERIALS฀ FOR฀
GENETIC฀ TESTING฀ 4HESE฀ REFERENCE฀ MATERIALS฀ COM





฀ )2--)&##฀ AND฀ )2--)&##	฀ AND฀
ARE฀SUITABLE฀FOR฀THE฀QUALITY฀CONTROL฀OF฀POLYMERASE฀
CHAIN฀REACTION฀0#2	฀BASED฀METHODS฀4HE฀)2--
)&##฀ CONTAINS฀ THE฀ WILDTYPE฀ SEQUENCE฀ THE฀
)2--)&##฀ CONTAINS฀ THE฀ '!฀MUTATION฀
AND฀ THE฀ )2--)&##฀CONTAINS฀EQUAL฀AMOUNTS฀

































4O฀ EVALUATE฀ THE฀ PERFORMANCE฀ CHARACTERISTICS฀ OF฀








FOR฀ ITS฀ PROGESTERONE฀ CONCENTRATION฀ )T฀ IS฀ SUITABLE฀
FOR฀ IN฀ VITRO฀ DIAGNOSTICS฀MANUFACTURERS฀ AND฀ REFER



















)N฀ ฀ *2#)2--฀ HAS฀ EVALUATED฀ A฀ LIVE฀ ANIMAL฀
"3%฀TEST฀4HIS฀IS฀THE฀½RST฀TIME฀SUCH฀AN฀EVALUATION฀
HAS฀ BEEN฀ MADE฀ 4HE฀ TEST฀ WAS฀ SELECTED฀ TO฀ ENTER฀
*2#)2--´S฀ EVALUATION฀ PROGRAMME฀ IN฀ THE฀ FRAME฀
OF฀A฀ CALL฀ FOR฀ THE฀EXPRESSION฀OF฀ INTEREST฀PUBLISHED฀
BY฀(EALTH฀ AND฀ #ONSUMER฀ 0ROTECTION฀$'฀ IN฀ ฀
4HE฀TEST฀OF฀THE฀COMPANY฀$IA3PEC฀$%	฀IS฀BASED฀ON฀
A฀ SOPHISTICATED฀ METHOD฀ USING฀ &OURIER฀ TRANSFORM฀
INFRARED฀ SPECTROSCOPY฀ AND฀ APPLIES฀ CHEMOMETRIC฀
METHODS฀ FOR฀ DATA฀ ANALYSIS฀ "LOOD฀ SERUM฀ OF฀ THE฀
ANIMAL฀ IS฀ANALYSED฀AND฀THE฀SPECTRUM฀OBTAINED฀ IS฀
COMPARED฀TO฀SPECI½C฀REFERENCE฀FEATURES฀OF฀SERUM฀
OF฀ "3%฀ INFECTED฀ OR฀ "3%฀ FREE฀ ANIMALS฀ 4HE฀ REPORT฀
FROM฀ *2#)2--฀ CONCLUDES฀ THAT฀ THE฀ TEST฀ DEMON
STRATED฀A฀GOOD฀BUT฀NOT฀SUF½CIENT฀PERFORMANCE฀TO฀





4O฀ PREVENT฀ BOVINE฀ SPONGIFORM฀ ENCEPHALOPATHY฀
"3%	฀ FROM฀SPREADING฀ THE฀%UROPEAN฀#OMMISSION฀
HAS฀TAKEN฀SEVERAL฀MEASURES฀4HE฀MOST฀ IMPORTANT฀
ONES฀ ARE฀ THE฀ REMOVING฀ OF฀ SPECI½ED฀ RISK฀MATERIAL฀
FROM฀ THE฀ FOOD฀ CHAIN฀ APPLYING฀ APPROPRIATE฀ REN
DERING฀ CONDITIONS฀ FOR฀ THE฀ PRODUCTION฀ OF฀ ANIMAL฀
BYPRODUCTS฀AND฀ THE฀BAN฀OF฀MEAT฀AND฀BONE฀MEAL฀












ENTER฀ THE฀ FEED฀ AND฀ FOOD฀ CHAIN฀ 4HE฀ IDEAL฀MARKER฀
WOULD฀ BE฀ VISIBLE฀ AND฀ DETECTABLE฀ BY฀ ITS฀ OLFACTORY฀
PROPERTIES฀NONTOXIC฀SAFE฀FOR฀HANDLERS฀COMMER





0ROTECTION฀ HAS฀ ASKED฀ *2#)2--฀ TO฀ EVALUATE฀ THE฀
CHARACTERISTICS฀OF฀SUBSTANCES฀THAT฀MAY฀BE฀SUITABLE฀
FOR฀ THIS฀PURPOSE฀4HE฀ *2#)2--฀PROPOSED฀ TO฀USE฀
GLYCEROLTRIHEPTONATE฀'4(	฀AS฀A฀CHEMICAL฀MARKER฀










4HE฀ METHOD฀ IS฀ BASED฀ ON฀ GAS฀ CHROMATOGRAPHY฀
COUPLED฀ TO฀MASS฀ SPECTROMETRY฀ '#-3	฀ AND฀WAS฀
VALIDATED฀IN฀A฀SINGLELABORATORY฀STUDY฀)T฀WAS฀ALSO฀
USED฀ TO฀ ANALYSE฀ THE฀ SAMPLES฀ COLLECTED฀ FROM฀ THE฀
RENDERING฀PLANTS
/RGANIC฀FOOD





ERING฀ ALL฀ STAGES฀ IN฀ THE฀PRODUCTION฀PROCESS฀(OW













GANIC฀ FARMERS฀ ASSOCIATION฀ AND฀ CERTI½ED฀ FARMERS฀
#ROP฀SAMPLES฀WINTER฀WHEAT฀HORSE฀BEANS฀POTATO฀
AND฀ CARROTS	฀ PRODUCED฀ UNDER฀ THE฀ SAME฀ CLIMATIC฀









ISOTOPES฀OF฀ LIGHT฀ ELEMENTS฀PHENOLIC฀ ACIDS฀ PLANT฀
METABOLITES	฀ ANTIOXIDANT฀ AND฀ ANTIMUTAGENIC฀
ACTIVITIES฀ )N฀ ฀ TWODIMENSIONAL฀ DIFFERENCE฀
GEL฀ELECTROPHORESIS฀ $฀$)'%	฀WAS฀ADDED฀ TO฀ THE฀
SUITE฀OF฀METHODS฀4HIS฀APPROACH฀ENABLES฀ACCURATE฀
ANALYSIS฀OF฀DIFFERENCES฀IN฀ABUNDANCE฀OF฀INDIVIDUAL฀
PROTEINS฀ BETWEEN฀ORGANICALLY฀ AND฀ CONVENTIONALLY฀
GROWN฀ SAMPLES฀ 3TATISTICAL฀ DATA฀ EVALUATION฀ TECH
NIQUES฀HAVE฀BEEN฀APPLIED฀TO฀½ND฀SUITABLE฀VARIABLE฀
COMBINATIONS฀ FOR฀ DISTINGUISHING฀ BETWEEN฀ THE฀ OR
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/RGANIC฀CARROTS฀CV฀.mPAL	























NATURE฀ EG฀ EVAPORATION฀ CONDENSATION฀ OR฀ OXIDA
TION฀ AFFECT฀ THE฀ RELATIVE฀ ABUNDANCES฀ OF฀ ISOTOPES฀
4HIS฀ ISOTOPIC฀ INFORMATION฀ COULD฀ BE฀ USED฀ TO฀ IDEN
TIFY฀AND฀QUANTIFY฀POLLUTION฀SOURCES฀AND฀TO฀ASSESS฀
THE฀ EFFECTIVENESS฀ OF฀ ENVIRONMENTAL฀ MANAGEMENT฀
PLANS฀4HE฀ *2#)2--฀STUDIES฀ THE฀ANALYSIS฀OF฀ ISO
TOPES฀IN฀NITRATES฀BENZENE฀TOLUENE฀ETHYLBENZENE฀




)SOTOPE฀ TECHNIQUES฀ CAN฀ALSO฀BE฀APPLIED฀ TO฀ STUDY฀
KINETIC฀EFFECTS฀IN฀FUEL฀CELLS฀)N฀฀THE฀*2#)2--฀
AND฀THE฀*2#฀)NSTITUTE฀FOR฀%NERGY฀)%	฀HAVE฀APPLIED฀








THE฀ ISOTOPE฀ TECHNIQUES฀ DEVELOPED฀ AT฀ *2#)2--฀
HAVE฀BEEN฀PUT฀IN฀USE
.ITRATE฀CONCENTRATION฀IN฀SURFACE฀WATERS฀HAS฀TO฀BE฀






AGRICULTURE฀ THE฀ MONITORING฀ RESULTS฀ HAVE฀ SHOWN฀






!GENCY฀ 6--	฀ FROM฀ SIX฀ SAMPLING฀ LOCATIONS฀ IN฀ THE฀
NORTHERN฀ REGION฀ OF฀ &LANDERS฀ "%	฀ 4HE฀ AIM฀ WAS฀ TO฀
INVESTIGATE฀ WHETHER฀ OTHER฀ POTENTIAL฀ SOURCES฀ THAN฀
MANURE฀ EG฀ GREENHOUSE฀ OR฀ DOMESTIC฀ WASTEWATER฀
DISCHARGES฀ MINERAL฀ FERTILIZERS฀ OR฀ NITROGEN฀ IN฀ SOIL฀
SIGNI½CANTLY฀CONTRIBUTE฀TO฀THE฀OBSERVED฀NITRATE฀POL
LUTION฀ #OMBINED฀A.฀ AND฀A/฀ ANALYSIS฀ OF฀ NITRATE฀
IN฀WATER฀ SAMPLES฀ CON½RMED฀ THAT฀ IN฀ FOUR฀ OF฀ THE฀ SIX฀
SAMPLING฀ POINTS฀ NITRATE฀ POLLUTION฀ COULD฀ BE฀ ALMOST฀
COMPLETELY฀ATTRIBUTED฀TO฀ANIMAL฀MANURE฀APPLICATION฀
)N฀ TWO฀ OF฀ THESE฀ POINTS฀ THE฀ ISOTOPE฀ DATA฀ INDICATED฀
A฀ SIGNI½CANT฀ CONTRIBUTION฀ OF฀ MINERAL฀ FERTILIZERS฀ OR฀
GREENHOUSE฀ DISCHARGES฀ 	฀ AT฀ SEVERAL฀ SAM




ENABLE฀ TO฀DISCRIMINATE฀BETWEEN฀ THOSE฀ TWO฀SOURCES฀
SO฀THE฀STUDY฀CONTINUES฀BY฀CARRYING฀OUT฀A"฀ANALYSIS
!NALYSIS฀OF฀TRACE฀ELEMENTS฀IN฀ENVIRONMENTAL฀SAMPLES฀AT฀*2#)2--
!NALYTICAL฀ QUALITY฀ CONTROL฀ FOR฀ THE฀ 7ATER฀ &RAME
WORK฀$IRECTIVE
4HE฀7ATER฀&RAMEWORK฀$IRECTIVE฀%#฀SETS฀





3TATES฀ NEED฀ TO฀ DESIGN฀ MONITORING฀ PROGRAMMES฀
4HE฀ EFFECTIVENESS฀ OF฀ THE฀ IMPLEMENTATION฀ WILL฀





THE฀ ENVIRONMENTAL฀ OBJECTIVES฀ OF฀ THE฀ $IRECTIVE฀
ANALYTICAL฀QUALITY฀ASSURANCE฀AND฀CONTROL฀MEASURES฀
HAVE฀TO฀BE฀ESTABLISHED฀ACROSS฀ALL฀%5฀LABORATORIES฀




THESE฀ ISSUES฀ )TS฀AIM฀ IS฀ TO฀DEVELOP฀A฀SUSTAINABLE฀













TEM฀ SHOULD฀MAKE฀ USE฀ OF฀ EXISTING฀ STRUCTURES฀ AND฀
BEST฀PRACTICE
.EW฀REFERENCE฀MATERIALS
4HREE฀ NEW฀ CERTI½ED฀ REFERENCE฀ MATERIALS฀ FOR฀ THE฀
ANALYSIS฀OF฀SEDIMENTS฀WERE฀RELEASED฀FOR฀DISTRIBU
TION฀IN฀฀"#22฀"#22฀AND฀"#22฀
REPLACE฀ THE฀ EXHAUSTED฀ BATCHES฀ OF฀ AN฀ ESTUARINE฀
SEDIMENT฀ A฀ LAKE฀ SEDIMENT฀ AND฀ A฀ CHANNEL฀ SEDI















CARBONS฀ 0!(S	฀ IN฀ PARTICULATE฀MATTER฀ OF฀ AN฀ AERO
DYNAMIC฀ DIAMETER฀ OF฀ LESS฀ THAN฀ ฀ M฀ SOCALLED฀
0-	฀!T฀PRESENT฀NO฀SUITABLE฀ REFERENCE฀MATERIAL฀
CERTI½ED฀EXISTS฀FOR฀THOSE฀ELEMENTS฀ANDOR฀0!(S฀IN฀
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4HE฀*2#)2--฀OFFERS฀A฀WIDE฀RANGE฀OF฀CERTI¼ED฀REFERENCE฀MATE
RIALS฀FOR฀THE฀ANALYSIS฀OF฀ENVIRONMENTAL฀SAMPLES
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.UCLEAR฀SAFETY฀AND฀SECURITY
-ANY฀ISSUES฀RELATED฀TO฀NUCLEAR฀SAFETY฀AND฀SECURITY฀




CROSSSECTION฀ STANDARDS฀HAVE฀BEEN฀ KEY฀ ACTIVITIES฀
OF฀THE฀*2#)2--฀SINCE฀IT฀STARTED฀OPERATION฀IN฀฀
&OR฀INSTANCE฀THE฀*2#)2--฀PERFORMS฀3)TRACEABLE฀
EXTREMELY฀ ACCURATE฀ RADIOACTIVITY฀ MEASUREMENTS฀
SUPPORTING฀ THE฀ %UROPEAN฀ AND฀ INTERNATIONAL฀ ME
TROLOGY฀ ORGANISATIONS฀ 4HE฀ *2#)2--฀ PROVIDES฀
CERTI½ED฀ISOTOPIC฀REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀FOR฀ENVIRON
MENTAL฀ ANALYSIS฀ AND฀ SOCALLED฀ SPIKES฀ FOR฀ CALIBRA
TION฀OF฀NUCLEAR฀DETECTION฀TECHNIQUES฀IN฀SUPPORT฀OF฀
THE฀%URATOM฀SAFEGUARDS฀&ROM฀THE฀ONSET฀THE฀*2#
)2--฀HAS฀ BEEN฀ A฀MAJOR฀ PROVIDER฀ OF฀MICROSCOPIC฀
NEUTRON฀DATA฀CROSS฀SECTIONS	฀IN฀%UROPE฀-EASURE
MENTS฀CARRIED฀OUT฀AT฀ITS฀6AN฀DE฀'RAAFF฀AND฀NEUTRON฀
TIMEOF¾IGHT฀ FACILITIES฀ HAVE฀ PLAYED฀ A฀ SIGNI½CANT฀




!MONG฀ OTHERS฀ THE฀ "N>	฀ AND฀ SEVERAL฀ ½SSION฀
CROSSSECTION฀STANDARDS฀ARE฀STILL฀VALID฀TODAY฀)N฀LINE฀
WITH฀THE฀*2#´S฀RESEARCH฀GOALS฀IN฀THE฀TH฀&RAMEWORK฀
0ROGRAMME฀ NEUTRON฀ DATA฀ RELATED฀ TO฀ WASTE฀ MAN
AGEMENT฀HAS฀ TAKEN฀A฀ LARGE฀PART฀ IN฀ THE฀ *2#)2--฀
RESEARCH฀PROGRAMME
,ARGE฀SIZE฀DRIED฀SPIKES
-EASUREMENTS฀ FOR฀ NUCLEAR฀ MATERIAL฀ ACCOUNTING฀
AND฀CONTROL฀NEED฀REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀AS฀THE฀FOUN
DATION฀ OF฀ THE฀ MEASUREMENT฀ PROCESSES฀ 4HE฀ *2#
)2--฀SPECIALISES฀ IN฀ ISOTOPIC฀ REFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀
AND฀HAS฀ FOR฀ INSTANCE฀DEVELOPED฀LARGE฀SIZE฀DRIED฀
SPIKES฀ 4HEY฀ ARE฀ USED฀ EXTENSIVELY฀ IN฀ SAFEGUARDS฀
AND฀ THE฀ NUCLEAR฀ INDUSTRY฀ FOR฀MEASURING฀ THE฀ CON
TENTS฀OF฀URANIUM฀AND฀PLUTONIUM฀IN฀DISSOLVED฀FUEL฀





)N฀ ฀ THE฀ BATCH฀ )2--I฀ WAS฀ COMPLETED฀
4HE฀MATERIALS฀¯฀URANIUM฀AND฀PLUTONIUM฀IN฀METALLIC฀
FORM฀¯฀WERE฀DISSOLVED฀COMPLETELY฀ALREADY฀IN฀฀





4HE฀CERTI½CATION฀OF฀AMOUNTS฀OF฀ SPIKE฀ IN฀ THE฀ INDI
VIDUAL฀VIALS฀WAS฀BASED฀ON฀THE฀MASSES฀OF฀THE฀MET
ALS฀ DISSOLVED฀ THEIR฀ CERTI½ED฀ CONTENTS฀ THE฀ TOTAL฀
MASS฀ OF฀ SOLUTION฀ AND฀ THE฀ MASS฀ OF฀ THE฀ AMOUNTS฀
DISPENSED฀ INTO฀ EACH฀ VIAL฀ 4HE฀ ISOTOPE฀ CONTENT฀
OF฀ THE฀ SOLUTION฀ WAS฀ VERI½ED฀ BY฀ TAKING฀ SAMPLES฀










TIONS฀OF฀ SUCH฀A฀ TECHNIQUE฀ )N฀ THE฀END฀OF฀ S฀A฀
FEASIBILITY฀STUDY฀WAS฀PERFORMED฀BY฀*2#)2--฀AND฀
THE฀*2#฀)NSTITUTE฀FOR฀4RANSURANIUM฀%LEMENTS฀INVES

















NATIONAL฀ !TOMIC฀ %NERGY฀ !GENCY฀ )!%!	฀ REVIEWED฀
THE฀ APPLICABILITY฀ OF฀ NOBLE฀GAS฀ SAMPLING฀ ANALYSIS฀
AND฀MONITORING฀ 4HE฀ RECOMMENDATION฀ OF฀ THE฀ EX
PERT฀GROUP฀WAS฀THAT฀USE฀OF฀STABLE฀XENON฀ISOTOPES฀
AND฀ +R฀ IN฀ LOCAL฀NOBLE฀GAS฀MONITORING฀SHOULD฀BE฀
EXPLORED฀4HIS฀COULD฀BE฀USED฀TO฀CON½RM฀OPERATOR´S฀
DECLARATION฀OF฀ REPROCESSED฀ FUEL฀AT฀DECLARED฀ LARGE฀
REPROCESSING฀PLANTS฀7ITHIN฀SOME฀CONSTRAINTS฀THE฀
ACCUMULATED฀ INFORMATION฀GAINED฀ FROM฀XENON฀SIG
NATURES฀ COULD฀ ALSO฀ PROVIDE฀ VALUABLE฀ INFORMATION฀
FOR฀NUCLEAR฀ SAFEGUARDS฀VERI½CATION฀OF฀UNDECLARED฀
REPROCESSING฀ ACTIVITIES฀ /NE฀ REQUIREMENT฀ IN฀ VIEW฀
OF฀ QUALITY฀ CONTROL฀ IS฀ TO฀ ENABLE฀ COMPARABILITY฀ OF฀
MEASUREMENT฀RESULTS฀VIA฀TRACEABILITY฀TO฀NOBLE฀GAS฀































































2EGULAR฀ %UROPEAN฀ )NTERLABORATORY฀ -EASUREMENT฀
%VALUATION฀ 0ROGRAMME฀ 2%)-%0	฀ WAS฀ STARTED฀ BY฀
*2#)2--฀IN฀฀FOR฀CARRYING฀OUT฀EXTERNAL฀CONTROL฀
OF฀THE฀QUALITY฀OF฀THE฀MEASUREMENTS฀OF฀THE฀NUCLEAR฀





SAFEGUARDS฀ LABORATORIES฀ THROUGHOUT฀ THE฀ WORLD฀




BEEN฀ THE฀ LARGEST฀ NUCLEAR฀ ISOTOPIC฀ MEASUREMENT฀
CAMPAIGN฀ORGANISED฀BY฀*2#)2--฀SO฀FAR฀3AMPLES฀
WERE฀ SHIPPED฀ TO฀ ฀ REGISTERED฀ PARTICIPANTS฀ AND฀
THE฀ *2#)2--฀ RECEIVED฀ RESULTS฀ FROM฀ ฀ LABORATO
RIES฀4HE฀PARTICIPATING฀LABORATORIES฀WERE฀ASKED฀TO฀
DETERMINE฀ THE฀ ISOTOPIC฀ COMPOSITION฀ OF฀ URANIUM฀
RANGING฀FROM฀DEPLETED฀TO฀SLIGHTLY฀ENRICHED฀URANI
UM฀IN฀FOUR฀SAMPLES฀
#ERTI½CATION฀ MEASUREMENTS฀ WERE฀ CARRIED฀ OUT฀ AT฀
*2#)2--฀USING฀STATEOFTHEART฀MASS฀SPECTROMET
RIC฀METHODOLOGY฀!฀5&฀GAS฀SOURCE฀MASS฀SPECTROM
ETER฀ WAS฀ USED฀ TO฀ DETERMINE฀ THE฀ N5	N5	฀
RATIOS฀ AND฀ A฀ 42)4/.฀ THERMAL฀ IONISATION฀ MASS฀
SPECTROMETER฀FOR฀THE฀MINOR฀ISOTOPE฀RATIOS฀N5	
N5	฀ AND฀ N5	N5	฀ 6ERI½CATION฀MEASURE
MENTS฀ ON฀ AMPOULED฀ SAMPLES฀ PERFORMED฀ PRIOR฀ TO฀
SHIPPING฀SHOWED฀GOOD฀AGREEMENT฀WITH฀ THE฀CERTI
½ED฀RATIOS
4HE฀ RESULTS฀ OF฀ THE฀ 2%)-%0฀ CAMPAIGN฀ CON½RM฀
THE฀ EXCELLENT฀ CAPABILITY฀ OF฀ NUCLEAR฀ SAFEGUARDS฀
AND฀OTHER฀PARTICIPATING฀LABORATORIES฀IN฀MEASURING฀
ISOTOPIC฀ ABUNDANCES฀ OF฀ URANIUM฀ ALTHOUGH฀ SOME฀
PROBLEMS฀WERE฀DISCOVERED฀FOR฀THE฀MEASUREMENTS฀
OF฀ THE฀ MINOR฀ ISOTOPE฀ RATIOS฀ N5	N5	฀ AND฀







































฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ 
,EAD฀AND฀BISMUTH฀DATA฀FOR฀TRANSMUTATION฀STUDIES
3TUDIES฀ RELATED฀ TO฀ MINIMISING฀ HIGHLY฀ RADIOACTIVE฀
WASTE฀NEED฀NEUTRON฀DATA฀&OR฀ INSTANCE฀ LEAD฀AND฀
BISMUTH฀ ARE฀ CANDIDATE฀ COOLANTS฀ FOR฀ ACCELERATOR฀
DRIVEN฀ SYSTEMS฀ !$3	฀OPTIMISED฀ FOR฀WASTE฀ TRANS
MUTATION฀AND฀ FOR฀CERTAIN฀ FAST฀ REACTORS฀OF฀'ENERA
TION)6฀ TYPE฀ 3OME฀ UNCERTAINTIES฀ IN฀ CALCULATIONS฀
ARE฀ DUE฀ TO฀ LACK฀ OF฀ SUF½CIENTLY฀ ACCURATE฀ NEUTRON฀
DATA฀4O฀FACILITATE฀BETTER฀REACTOR฀DESIGN฀THE฀DATA฀




TRON฀ SCATTERING฀ AND฀ NN	฀ CROSS฀ SECTIONS฀ OF฀ LEAD฀
AND฀BISMUTH฀ ISOTOPES฀!PART฀ FROM฀ THAT฀ THESE฀EL
EMENTS฀OCCUPY฀A฀LARGE฀VOLUME฀FRACTION฀IN฀LEAD฀OR฀
BISMUTH฀COOLED฀REACTORS฀AND฀ARE฀THEREFORE฀RESPON
SIBLE฀ FOR฀ THE฀ REMOVAL฀ OF฀ A฀ SIGNI½CANT฀ NUMBER฀ OF฀








TIONS฀ WERE฀ COMPLETED฀ AT฀ *2#)2--฀ %XCEPTION








4HE฀ INCREASING฀ NUMBER฀ OF฀ NUCLEAR฀ INSTALLATIONS฀
WORLDWIDE฀ ALSO฀ INCREASES฀ THE฀ NEED฀ FOR฀MONITOR
ING฀ POSSIBLE฀ NEUTRON฀ RADIATION฀ AND฀ DOSES฀ IN฀ THE฀
ENVIRONMENT฀4HIS฀AND฀ISSUES฀LIKE฀PERSONAL฀SAFETY฀
SAFETY฀AT฀WORK฀OR฀BENCHMARKING฀OF฀EXISTING฀MONI
TORING฀ TECHNIQUES฀ ARE฀ SOMETIMES฀ DIRECTLY฀ LINKED฀
TO฀WHETHER฀PRECISE฀NEUTRON฀¾UENCE฀MONITORING฀IS฀
POSSIBLE฀ (OWEVER฀ CONVENTIONAL฀ TECHNIQUES฀ FOR฀
DETECTING฀NEUTRONS฀AND฀MEASUREMENT฀OF฀NEUTRON฀
ENERGY฀SPECTRA฀ IN฀PARTICULAR฀OFTEN฀REQUIRE฀USE฀OF฀
BULKY฀ EQUIPMENT฀ WITH฀ DELICATE฀ ELECTRONICS฀ 3UCH฀
MEASUREMENTS฀ARE฀ALSO฀TIME฀CONSUMING฀AND฀WHEN฀











NEUTRON฀ ENERGY฀ SPECTRUM฀ 4HIS฀ DETECTOR฀ HAS฀ A฀
NUMBER฀OF฀DISTINCT฀ADVANTAGES
 IT฀IS฀ONLY฀SENSITIVE฀TO฀NEUTRON฀RADIATION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!฀PASSIVE฀DETECTOR฀USED฀FOR฀NEUTRON฀DOSIMETRY฀IS฀TESTED฀AT฀
*2#)2--





ALLOW฀ IMPROVED฀ REACTOR฀ CALCULATIONS฀ *2#)2--฀
PARTICIPATES฀IN฀THE฀%UROPEAN฀2ESEARCH฀0ROGRAMME฀
FOR฀THE฀4RANSMUTATION฀OF฀(IGH฀,EVEL฀.UCLEAR฀7ASTE฀
IN฀ AN฀ !CCELERATOR฀ $RIVEN฀ 3YSTEM฀ %52/42!.3฀
PROJECT	฀THAT฀AIMS฀TO฀THE฀ASSESSMENT฀AND฀DEMON
STRATION฀OF฀ THE฀ TECHNICAL฀ FEASIBILITY฀OF฀ TRANSMUTA






ATOMS฀ ARE฀ INTRODUCED฀ HYDROGEN฀ AND฀ HELIUM฀GAS฀
INCLUSIONS฀DEVELOP฀AND฀RADIOISOTOPES฀GROW฀IN฀!S฀A฀
RESULT฀MATERIALS฀SWELL฀TENSILE฀PROPERTIES฀AND฀CRITI
CAL฀ PARAMETERS฀ SUCH฀ AS฀ BREAKING฀ POINTS฀ CHANGE฀
AND฀HANDLING฀AND฀REUSE฀BECOME฀SUBJECT฀TO฀RADIA
TION฀SAFETY฀RESTRICTIONS
.EUTRON฀ INDUCED฀ ACTIVATION฀ CROSS฀ SECTIONS฀ ARE฀
NEEDED฀ TO฀ ½X฀ THE฀ PROBABILITIES฀ OF฀ THE฀ PROCESSES฀
BY฀ WHICH฀ MATERIALS฀ ARE฀ MODI½ED฀ BY฀ IRRADIATION฀
)MPROVED฀ ACCURACIES฀ FOR฀ SUCH฀PROBABILITIES฀ ALLOW฀
A฀ BETTER฀ UNDERSTANDING฀ OF฀ MATERIAL฀ DAMAGE฀ AND฀
ACTIVATION฀RESULTING฀IN฀MORE฀RELIABLE฀ASSESSMENTS฀




,OW฀ ACTIVATION฀ STEELS฀ ARE฀ INVESTIGATED฀ BECAUSE฀






THREE฀ REACTIONS฀ WERE฀ STUDIED฀ THAT฀ CONCERN฀ RARE฀
PATHWAYS฀ TO฀ THE฀WELLKNOWN฀MEDIUM฀HALFLIFE฀ RA
DIOISOTOPES฀6฀-N฀#O฀AND฀&E฀4WO฀OF฀THESE฀
REACTIONS฀ALSO฀PRODUCE฀TRITIUM฀4UNGSTEN฀AND฀TAN
TALUM฀ ARE฀ EXPECTED฀ TO฀ HAVE฀ LOW฀ ACTIVATION฀ CROSS฀
SECTIONS฀BUT฀THEY฀ARE฀NOT฀WELL฀KNOWN฀!T฀*2#)2--฀

























ABOVE฀฀-E6฀4UNGSTEN฀ IS฀COMMONLY฀USED฀ IN฀ LOW฀ACTIVATION฀













































#OOPERATION฀OF฀ THE฀/%#$.%!฀HAS฀ REQUESTED฀ THE฀
INVESTIGATION฀AS฀THE฀ACCURACY฀OF฀EXPERIMENTAL฀DATA฀
AND฀THEORETICAL฀MODELLING฀FOR฀THIS฀PROCESS฀ARE฀STILL฀






IMENTAL฀ DATA฀ SHOW฀ DIFFERENT฀ LEVELS฀ OF฀ AGREEMENT฀

















RECENT฀ NUCLEAR฀ DATA฀ EVALUATIONS฀ AND฀ SUGGESTED฀
NEW฀ MEASUREMENTS฀ OF฀ THE฀ /N>	#฀ CROSS฀ SEC
TION฀)N฀LIGHT฀WATER฀REACTORS฀FUEL฀ELEMENTS฀ARE฀USU
ALLY฀MADE฀OF฀URANIUM฀OXIDE฀5/	฀OR฀MIXED฀OXIDE฀
5/฀ ¯฀0U/	฀ AND฀WATER฀ (/	฀ IS฀USED฀AS฀A฀MOD










)N฀ ฀ A฀MEASUREMENT฀ CAMPAIGN฀ AT฀ *2#)2--฀
WAS฀ STARTED฀WITH฀ A฀ TIME฀ PROJECTION฀ CHAMBER฀ AND฀
A฀MIXTURE฀OF฀+R฀ 	฀ ¯฀#/฀ 	฀GAS฀ SAMPLE฀ AT฀




DATA฀ IN฀ THE฀ %.$&"6)฀ LIBRARY฀ FOR฀ THE฀ ฀ TO฀ ฀
-E6฀RANGE฀4HERE฀IS฀DISAGREEMENT฀WITH฀THE฀MOST฀
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 ฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ ฀ 
/N>	฀#





NIDES฀ LIKE฀ NEPTUNIUM฀ AND฀ CURIUM฀ IN฀ THE฀ WASTE฀
4O฀ DEVELOP฀ THIS฀ CONCEPT฀ SOME฀ NUCLEAR฀ REACTIONS฀
NEED฀TO฀BE฀KNOWN฀MORE฀ACCURATELY฀*2#)2--฀CAR
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Institute in figures
"UDGET




MUNITY฀ %URATOM	฀ 4HE฀ )NSTITUTE฀ BUDGET฀ CONSISTS฀
OF฀ INSTITUTIONAL฀ CREDITS฀ COMING฀ DIRECTLY฀ FROM฀ THE฀
*2#฀BUDGET฀FOR฀THE฀TH฀&RAMEWORK฀0ROGRAMME฀AND฀








฀ OF฀ THE฀ )NSTITUTE´S฀ BUDGET฀ IS฀ COMPETITIVE฀







   
#OMPETITIVE฀CONTRACTS    
7ORK฀FOR฀THIRD฀PARTIES    
2EFERENCE฀MATERIAL฀DISTRIBUTION    
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(UMAN฀RESOURCES
!T฀THE฀END฀OF฀YEAR฀฀THE฀TOTAL฀NUMBER฀OF฀STAFF฀
AT฀ *2#)2--฀WAS฀฀PERSONS฀ 4HE฀ STAFF฀ IS฀ COM
POSED฀OF฀#OMMISSION฀OF½CIALS฀AND฀EMPLOYEES฀ON฀
½XEDTERM฀CONTRACTS฀!PPROXIMATELY฀฀OF฀POSTS฀








A฀ LARGE฀ VARIETY฀ OF฀ COURSES฀ TO฀ HELP฀ THEM฀ DEVELOP฀
THEIR฀COMPETENCES฀-ANY฀OF฀THE฀COURSES฀GIVEN฀BY฀
*2#)2--฀DEAL฀WITH฀SCIENTI½C฀AND฀LABORATORY฀TECH
NIQUES฀ INFORMATICS฀ SAFETY฀ AND฀ SECURITY฀ ISSUES฀
BUT฀ ALSO฀ ½NANCIAL฀ REGULATIONS฀ SOFT฀ SKILLS฀ LAN
GUAGES฀AND฀IMPLEMENTING฀)3/฀STANDARDS฀ARE฀COV






4YPE฀OF฀CONTRACT - & 4OTAL
0OST฀GRADUATE฀FELLOW   
0OST฀DOCTORAL฀FELLOW   
3ENIOR฀SCIENTIST   
6ISITING฀SCIENTIST   
3ECONDED฀NATIONAL฀EXPERT   
!UXILIARY   
#ONTRACTUAL฀AGENT   
4RAINEE   












%NDOFYEAR฀SITUATION - & 4OTAL
/F½CIALS   
4EMPORARY฀AGENTS฀ON฀YEAR
RENEWABLE฀CONTRACTS   
4EMPORARY฀AGENTS฀ON
NONRENEWABLE฀CONTRACTS฀   
4OTAL   















INTERNATIONAL฀ WORKSHOP฀ ON฀ WATER฀ IN฀ FOOD฀ %52/฀
&//$´3฀7!4%2฀ 	฀ AND฀WORKSHOPS฀ ON฀ STAND






MOTE฀ EXCHANGING฀ INFORMATION฀ AND฀ BEST฀ PRACTISES฀













   
%52฀REPORTS    
!RTICLES฀IN฀PERIODICALS฀AND฀MONOGRAPHS    
#ONFERENCE฀PROCEEDINGS    
3PECIAL฀PUBLICATIONS฀AND฀TECHNICAL฀NOTES    
4OTAL    
&IRE฀EXERCISE฀AT฀*2#)2--
0UPILS฀OF฀THE฀%UROPEAN฀3CHOOL฀IN฀-OL฀COULD฀BENE¼T฀OF฀THE฀COOLING฀
ASSISTANCE฀OF฀THE฀)NSTITUTE³S฀¼RE฀BRIGADE฀DURING฀A฀SPORTS฀EVENT
!LEJANDRO฀(ERRERO฀
$IRECTOR
4EL฀฀	฀฀
&AX฀฀	฀฀
ALEJANDROHERRERO ECEUROPAEU
&OOD฀SAFETY฀AND฀QUALITY฀®฀ACTING
4EL฀฀	฀฀
&AX฀฀	฀฀
$ORIS฀&LORIAN
)NSTITUTE฀DEVELOPMENT
AND฀PROGRAMME฀MANAGEMENT
4EL฀฀	฀฀
&AX฀฀	฀฀
DORISFLORIAN ECEUROPAEU
-ARC฀7ELLENS
-ANAGEMENT฀SUPPORT
4EL฀฀	฀฀
&AX฀฀	฀฀
MARCWELLENS ECEUROPAEU
(ENDRIK฀%MONS฀
2EFERENCE฀MATERIALS฀
4EL฀฀	฀฀
&AX฀฀	฀฀
HENDRIKEMONS ECEUROPAEU
0HILIP฀4AYLOR
)SOTOPE฀MEASUREMENTS฀
4EL฀฀	฀฀
&AX฀฀	฀฀
PHILIPTAYLOR ECEUROPAEU
0ETER฀2ULLHUSEN
.EUTRON฀PHYSICS฀
4EL฀฀	฀฀
&AX฀฀	฀฀
PETERRULLHUSEN ECEUROPAEU
#OLIN฀7OODWARD฀
)NFRASTRUCTURE฀AND฀SITE฀MANAGEMENT
4EL฀฀	฀฀
&AX฀฀	฀฀
COLINWOODWARD ECEUROPAEU
"ARTEL฀-EERSMAN
)NFORMATICS฀AND฀ELECTRONICS
4EL฀฀	฀฀
&AX฀฀	฀฀
BARTELMEERSMAN ECEUROPAEU
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